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TREATMENT OF ELECTROLYTIC TIN COATING 
 

 

1. GENERALS 

 

A conductive matherial dipped in a proper solution could give rise to insoluble electrodepositions’ 

products because of the transformation of the electric work of the equipment to a chemical work. 

All the electrolytical processes may cause the deposition of the insoluble film that suit the 

metallic-surface in order to protect it and improve some chemical and physical details. 

Compared to a surface-converting reaction, the superficial metal does not react chemically but is 

simply protected (catodic protection) by a less noble metal that can be easily early oxidized: in this 

case tin acts as a sacrificial anode. 

The tin coating is often preferred to other metal-surface treatments because of the great electrical 

characteristic of the tin and of the really good anticorrosion resistance (salt-fog test). 

In order to obtain a perfect performance of the treatment, the substrates’ surface has to be prior 

prepared through the parameters described as follow, furthermore the already processed item 

can be easily improved as chemical and physical characteristics by a proper sealing step. 

 

2. APPLICATION 

 

The present procedure is suitable to all metals and alloys that presents electic-conductivity 

properties. In particular on bolts, nuts, odds and ends and small items up to 1,0 metres long. The 

present procedure is performed with respect to the norm UNI-ISO 2093/90. 

 

3. CYCLE 

 

CHEMICAL-CLEANING: this step concerns the items dipping in a concentrated alkaline-bath at the 

operative temperature of 55°C for about 15 minutes, in order to degrease the surface and 

eliminate all the organic compounds (the time is strictly related to the amount of grease-oil on the 

goods). In fact the organic substances act as insulator against the electronic transfer which is the 

core of the electrolytic system. 

 

PICKLING: to eliminate the presence of inorganic oxides on the items’ surface this step becomes 

indispensable. The bath consists in a solution of chloridric acid (100 g/lt) where the items may stop 

for about 10 minutes depending on the amount of oxides on the surface. 

However this step can be even avoided if the surface does not present any oxides. 

 

RINSING: the rinsing step allows to neutralize the superficial pH therefore with a neutral pH the 

reactions on the surface are more efficient and it allows to avoid the pollution between different 

chemical baths. It is performed by a water-flow combined with air-bubbling for at least one 

minute. 

 

ELECTROLYTIC-CLEANING: this step concerns the items dipping in a concentrated alkaline-bath 

with a voltage applied for about 20 minutes, in order to definitely eliminate the superficial organic 

phase. The developed anodic-current generates a mechanical oxygen bubbling that induces a 

cleaning. Furthermore, it allows smoothing a bit the surface that combined with the elimination of 

the organic apolar compounds let obtain a better and perfectly clinged film. 
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TREATMENT OF ELECTROLYTIC TIN COATING 
 

 

 

ELECTROLYTIC TIN COATING: it is the electrodeposition of a protective tin-film on a surface 

through an electronic transfer applied by a voltage. 

The protective film guarantees the corrosions’ resistance when it appears homogeneous and thick 

enaugh (minimum thickness adviced is 3 microns) because it protects the item as a catodic 

protective film. 

In fact, the tin film self passivates itself by a thin layer of tin oxide that improves it resistance 

against the aggressive agents. The process is controlled by frequent aesthetic controls on the 

processed goods, by the thickness test, by the salt-fog cabinet to check the corrosion resistance.  

 

SEALING (OPTIONAL): in order to obtain a better product to resist more against the aggressive 

agents this step becomes fundamental. It is performed through an item-soakage into emulsifying 

oil like the torque-n-tension or crude oil like ANTICORIT 77 (FUCHS). 

 

DRYING: depending on the kind of matherial it is performed by a timed and temperature-

controlled spin-dryer machine (oven). 


